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ABSTRACT
Backhaul transport network design and optimization for cellular

service providers involve a unique challenge stemming from the

fact that an end-user’s equipment (UE) is within the radio reach

of multiple cellular towers: It is hard to evaluate the impact of the

failure of the UE’s primary serving tower on the UE, because the UE

may simply switch to get service from other nearby cellular towers.

To overcome this challenge, one needs to quantify the cellular ser-

vice redundancy among the cellular towers riding on that transport

circuit and their nearby cellular towers, which in turn requires a

comprehensive understanding of the radio signal pro�le in the area

of the impacted towers, the spatial distribution of UEs therein, and

their expected workload (e.g., calls, data throughput). In this work,

we develop a novel methodology for assessing the service impact

of any hypothetical cellular tower outage scenario, and implement

it in an operational system named Tower Outage Impact Predictor

(TOIP). Our evaluations, using both synthetic data and historical

real tower outages in a large operational cellular network, show

conclusively that TOIP gives an accurate assessment of various

tower outage scenarios, and can provide critical input data towards

designing a reliable cellular backhaul transport network.
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1 INTRODUCTION
�edesign and optimization of a layer-1/2 transport network require

critical input that are broadly divided to three di�erent aspects: risk,

service impact, and cost. Risk models the likelihood of the occur-

rence and co-occurrence of various types of outages (e.g., �ber cut,

component failure) in the layout and routing design; service impact

quanti�es the consequence (e.g., loss-of-service) of di�erent failure

scenarios; and cost re�ects the expenditures associated with the

implementation and maintenance of the design. For cellular service

providers, the service impact analysis can be extremely challenging

when designing the backhaul transport network connecting to and

from the cellular towers.

�e unique challenge stems from the built-in redundancy of

radio links. Typically an end-user’s equipment (UE) is within the

radio reach of multiple cellular towers. Hence, not all cellular
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(a) Signi�cant service impact when tower outages are clustered

(b) Negligible service impact when tower outages are scattered

Figure 1: Service impact varies dramatically under di�erent
outage scenarios with similar number of cellular towers
involved

tower outages actually have a signi�cant impact on the service they

provide – nearby towers may well be able to service mobile users

who would normally have been serviced from the failed tower(s),

depending on signal propagation characteristics and network load.

For example, close-by tower outages usually lead to much larger

“out-of-service” area than the sca�ered ones. Furthermore, the

actual service impact of an outage also depends on the spatial

distribution of UEs and their demand: it may vary signi�cantly

when a similar outage happens in di�erent areas (metropolis versus

suburb) and di�erent time periods (morning versus late midnight).

Figure 1 illustrates two examples of tower outages where the service

impact (measured by the number of UEs that loss cellular service)

varies signi�cantly while the number of out-of-service cellular

towers is the same. Understanding and quantifying the service

impact of a group of cellular towers becoming inaccessible calls for

a comprehensive understanding of the radio signal pro�le in the

area of the impacted towers, the spatial distribution of UEs therein,

and their expected workload (e.g., calls, data throughput) – none of

these are easy to obtain.
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In this paper, we focus on the problem of predicting the service

impact on end-user’s equipments given any hypothetic cellular-

tower outage scenario. Figure 2 illustrates the unique challenges

in solving the above prediction problem by using two existing

data sources collected from a major cellular provider network in

north America. On one hand, the tower-level data provide accurate

number of UEs served by individual towers as shown in Figure 2a.

However, it doesn’t contain the spatial distribution of UEs and the

radio pro�le of UEs (e.g., the tower providing best radio signal and

the other alternative towers in the same area), which is critical

for predicting the service impact on end-user’s equipments given

any hypothetic cellular-tower outage scenario. On the other hand,

as shown in Figure 2b, we divide the area into small grids of the

same size and aggregate the UE-level measurements within each

grid. Such grid level data provides information regarding the spatial

distribution and the radio pro�le of UEs. However, unfortunately,

grid level data is not accurate and complete as not all UEs are

“locatable” all the time. �e “locatability”
1
of UEs is proportional to

their signaling activity levels, which are non-uniform over space.

Detailed description of these two types of measurements will be

provided in Section 2.3.

In order to overcome these challenges, we develop a novel 3-

stage methodology to predict the service impact on end-user’s

equipments given any hypothetic cellular-tower outage scenario.

(1) Radio signal pro�ling: Dividing the geographic service area

into grids and construct the radio signal pro�les for each grid (e.g.,

a list of cellular towers covering the grid) based on the UE-level

measurements associated with each grid. (2) Calibrating grid-level

number of UEs: Formulating and constructing a ridge regression

model to interpolate the grids with the number of UEs information

such that the tower-level number of UEs is well matched over

time. (3) Survival analysis: For any given tower outage scenario,

determining the cellular service survivorship of the grids based

on the radio signal pro�les and estimating the total number of

survivable UEs using the computed regression model parameters.

�e resulted estimator is unbiased and e�cient, and has a nice

decomposition property: the original problem, which is of size

|S | × |G |, is extremely large and hard to be solved in one shot, where

|S | ≈ 10
5
is the total number of towers or antennas and |G | ≈ 10

9

is the total number of grids across the investigated country. Our

method can decompose it into |S | subproblems, each is only of size

O(1) and can be solved separately. Such decomposition signi�cantly

simpli�ed the problem and allows the computation to be further

expedited via hardware parallelism.

We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:

(1) We suggest that cellular service impact should be taken

into account when one designs the cellular backhaul trans-

port network and clearly identify the major challenges in

cellular service impact prediction: complex radio coverage

overlapping in the area of the impacted towers and skewed

spatial distribution of UEs due to the non-uniform partial

locatability of UEs.

(2) We propose and realize a novel data-driven approach in

a system called Tower Outage Impact Predictor (TOIP) to

1
�e “locatability” of a UE is the likelihood that its geo-location can be measured by

the system.
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(a) Accurate number of UEs measured on each cellular tower. Note
when a UE is connected to k towers, each tower only count it as 1/k
to avoid double counting.
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(b) Inaccurate number of UEs in each grid due to the non-uniform
“locatability” of UEs over space. For example, UEs under coverage of
multiple towers are typically more locatable while UEs at the foot
of a tower are typically less locatable.

Figure 2: Examples of tower-level and grid-level measure-
ments for the same area as shown in Figure 1. We divide
this area into 4 × 4 grids to better illustrate the idea.

predict the cellular service impact of tower outages in

a cellular network, which relies on two classes of data

sources collected from a major cellular provider network

in north America.

(3) We evaluate TOIP using both synthetic data in a simulation

setup and historical real tower outages in a large opera-

tional cellular network. For a diverse set of real outages

in the network, we compare the prediction (in retrospect)
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from TOIP and the ground truth provided by operators –

showing an overall prediction accuracy above 90%.

(4) We further demonstrate how TOIP advances the state of

the art in designing a reliable cellular backhaul transport

network. TOIP allows the service provider to invest in the

enhancements of backhaul transport network e�ciently

so that the improvement in cellular service reliability is

maximized.

�e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

provide important background on the cellular backhaul transport

design and radio link redundancy. We formulate the problem

and present our solution strategies in Section 3. We evaluate the

performance of TOIP experimentally in Section 4. In Section 5, we

demonstrate how TOIP provides critical input data in designing

a reliable cellular backhaul transport network. In Section 6, we

discuss the background and related work most pertinent to this

paper. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we present a high level overview of the backhaul

transport network connecting to and from the cellular towers, and

the built-in redundancy of cellular radio links that can obscure the

service impact of individual tower outages. We also describe the

two di�erent datasets that makes the what-if analysis for cellular

tower impact prediction possible.

2.1 Mobility Backhaul
�e backhaul transport network of cellular service providers pro-

vides connectivity between the cellular towers, where mobile base

stations (2G), NodeBs (3G), or eNodeBs (4G) are located, and the

Mobile Telephone Switching O�ces (MTSOs), where the various

voice and data application are hosted (or aggregated and routed

further upstream for processing). �ese mobility backhauls usu-

ally are provided via Ethernet Virtual Circuits (EVCs) over metro

Ethernet transport.

Due to the large footprint of the access requirement, most carriers

design the metro Ethernet networks in a hierarchical (or “hub-

and-spoke”) arrangement. Typically, a carrier-owned termination

switch, called Network Terminating Equipment (NTE), is placed at

the cellular tower location, which connects to Ethernet switches

(called Emux) in Wire Centers (WCs) through direct feeder or loop.

Several Emux connect to a small router, which is usually located in

another largerWC. Several small routers then home to a similar, but

larger router. For reliability purposes, larger routers form a mesh

topology with single failure restoration capability while smaller

routers are dual-homed to a pair of larger routers via di�erent

uplinks. In real networks, variations to the above layout exist.

Sometimes, a cellular site NTE may connect directly to a smaller

router (bypassing an Emux) when less costly to do so. Or sometimes,

a chain of point-to-point Microwave links are used in inaccessible

areas.

While the feeder �ber network usually forms a tree structure

rooted at the WC, the inter-WC paths typically route over segments

of direct �ber or Dense Wavelength Division Multiplex (DWDM)

transmission systems. Multiple �bers may share a common con-

duit at some segment and hence share the risk of impact. For

Figure 3: A single �ber cut brings down backhaul links to 2
cellular sites

service reliability, diversity routing should be used whenever pos-

sible to minimize service impact due to a single failure such as a

�ber/conduit cut. Figure 3 illustrates an example corresponding to

the tower outage case in Figure 1b, where a few cell sites routed

over the �ber network, and a single �ber outage causes multiple

cellular sites to lose network connectivity.

To evaluate di�erent network topology layout and routing de-

sign, network planners need to understand the risk – probability of

various types of failure scenarios, the service impact (e.g., loss-of-

service) when the corresponding set of cellular towers lose network

connectivity, and �nally the cost for possible reliability enhance-

ment strategies, for example, laying out a new diversely-routed �ber

segment to existing ones. However, due to the inherent redundancy

for cellular radio links, the service impact when cellular towers lose

network connectivity is hard to assess, which we will discuss next.

2.2 Redundancy in Cellular Radio Links
In this subsection, we discuss the radio link redundancy in 3G

UMTS networks. While the exact mechanisms for realizing the

service redundancy through radio links are quite di�erent in 2G

or 4G, the intrinsic requirement for radio redundancy remains the

same — to enable mobile users to smoothly hand over ongoing

voice/data call from one cellular tower to another.

Figure 4: 3G UMTS network architecture

Figure 4 shows the overall architecture for 3G UMTS networks,

which consists of two parts: UMTS Radio Access Network (UTRAN)

and UMTS core network. As our objective is to predict the service

impact of cellular tower outages due to backhaul transport problem,

we focus on the UTRAN in this paper. �e UTRAN mainly consists

of the User Equipments (UE), the NodeBs (at the cellular towers),
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and the Radio Network Controllers (RNCs, at the MTSOs). Cellular

towers perform wireless link transmission/reception to/from the

UEs via the Uu radio interface, and communicate with the RNC

via Iu-B link that is routed on top of the underlying backhaul

transport network. Generally, UMTS cellular towers have multiple

transceivers and are sectorized. Multiple transceivers help the

cellular tower to employ di�erent frequencies and antenna to serve

di�erent sectors. A cellular tower typically has 3-9 sectors. Such

sectorized cellular towers may employ directional antenna to serve

di�erent regions around the cellular tower. �e antenna at each sec-

tor is also characterized by its azimuth angle, tilt, and transmission

power. �ese factors, along with the terrain and landscape features

around the cellular tower, determine the coverage range of the

sector, which however are extremely di�cult to compute accurately

in reality (e.g., hard to quantitatively parameterize terrain/building

information into coverage model). Each RNC typically manages

tens to hundreds of cellular towers and serves as a gateway to the

UMTS core network.

Once a UE is on the 3G UMTS network, the a�liation between

the UE and the sectors/towers is managed through maintaining

a so-called active Radio Link Set (RLS) at both the UE and the

RNC end. �e RLS contains the identity of the sectors that a UE

is simultaneously listening to and transmi�ing to. �ese sectors

may belong to di�erent towers, which may be further controlled

by di�erent RNCs. When transmi�ing data from UEs, all sectors

in the RLS participate in receiving and decoding the data frames,

and when transmi�ing data toward UEs, a primary sector in the

RLS is responsible for sending the data frames. UEs continuously

monitor the received signal strength from all “visible” sectors and

communicate with RNC periodically so that RNC is able to optimize

the channel allocation for all UEs in the proximity. �e decision

of RLS updates (inclusion of new sectors or removal of existing

ones) is signaled back to UEs and coordinated with cellular towers

for future data transmission. �is signaling and adaptation of RLS

provide a natural mechanism in UTRAN to support user mobility

and to achieve load-balancing and fault-tolerance to cell/tower

outages.

2.3 Measurement Data
We rely on a massive collection of measurement data from a major

cellular provider network in north America for the service impact

prediction analysis. �ere are two main sources for these measure-

ment data.

2.3.1 The first data source. �e �rst data source is the UTRAN

counters. In UMTS network, the Element Management System

(EMS) for NodeBs and RNCs maintains a wide range of service

load and performance measurement counters. Similar to the SNMP

MIBs in routers, these UMTS counters track the frequency of net-

work/service events (e.g., the number of successful/unsuccessful

Radio Resource Control (RRC) requests), the packets and bytes

�owing through each network interface, and other service and

device self-monitoring metrics (e.g., queue length and CPU uti-

lization). In the cellular provider network that we study, there

are over 300 di�erent types of UMTS counters tracked and col-

lected at 15-minute granularity and associated with varying levels

(sector/cellular tower/RNC). �ese raw counter values are further

aggregated (e.g., at hourly granularity) and processed according to

vendor- or carrier-de�ned formula into service metrics re�ecting (1)

the service demand/load such as the number of connection requests,

the Erlang, or the data volume, and (2) the service performance

quality such as the accessibility (e.g., voice and data call setup

success rate and delay), the retainability (e.g., call drops rate), the

mobility (e.g., hand-over frequency and delay), and the application

performance (e.g., voice call quality and data throughput).

To quantify the service impact of cellular tower outages, some

loss-of-service metrics are o�en considered. One key metric used

in network operation to quantify service load is the number of

UE in service, which is derived from a counter statistic, “number-

of-UEs”, capturing the time-average value of the total number of

UEs associated with each sector within the data collection time

window. �is counter is maintained at RNCs, which compute the

summary statistics on the active RLS of all UEs under their control.

Particularly, for each sector, RNC periodically (e.g., every second)

records the number of a�liated UEs whose active RLS contains k
di�erent sectors, and computes the time-average of the UE counts

for each k . To avoid double counting of UEs, the number-of-UEs

metric is generated by taking a weighted sum of those summary

counters with the weight being 1/k . For example, an UE with

4 sectors in its active RLS would contribute 0.25 to the value of

number-of-UEs metric for each sector in its RLS.

2.3.2 The second data source. �e second data source contains

massive amount of UE-level measurements regarding UE location

and its signal strength information. �e location estimates of UEs

are obtained by combining GPS locations and inferred locations

based on relative timing o�set information reported by individual

UEs [5]. GPS locations are always preferred if available. However,

UEs can only report GPS locations if they are exposed to satellites,

which essentially limits the availability of GPS locations to the UEs

that are outdoors, in-vehicles or by windows. When GPS locations

are unavailable, the locations of UEs can be inferred by measuring

the propagation delay between the UE and one or more cellular

sites. �e timing o�set of the pilot signals from di�erent sectors is

calibrated using UEs with GPS location information in the region.

�is calibration process takes place aperiodically. �e calibration-

adjusted timing o�set information from multiple cellular towers is

then used to geo-locate the UEs in the region through identifying

the intersection points of di�erent hyperbolic curves in reference

to the cellular tower geo-coordinates. A system located at each

MTSO observes all signaling message exchanges with the RNCs,

which contains the Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) and

Time Di�erence of Arrival (TDoA) information for the reported

sectors visible to the UEs, and geo-locates the UEs. �is method

generally achieves a location accuracy level in the range of meters.

As GPS location is only available to a small fraction of all UEs

and the non-GPS based location requires the UE to exchange the

signaling messages with RNC regarding multiple cellular towers,

not all UEs are “locatable”. �e “locatability” of UEs is propor-

tional to their signaling activity levels, which unfortunately varies

dramatically from grid to grid. On one hand, UEs in grids un-

der coverage of multiple towers are more “locatable” as they are

more likely to exchange signaling messages with RNC to achieve

hand-over among multiple towers. On the other hand, UEs in
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grids dominated by a single tower (e.g., at the foot of a tower) are

harder to be located by the geo-locating algorithm as they need

multiple hyperbolic curves to determine the intersection. Each

record in the second data source contains a timestamp, the location

estimate (latitude-longitude coordinate) of the UE, and a list of

cellular sectors and their corresponding radio signal quality at the

UE. �e UE identi�cation information is anonymized in this dataset
to protect the privacy of mobile users.

3 TOWER OUTAGE IMPACT PREDICTION
To evaluate the potential impact of a transport circuit outage, one

need to understand and quantify the service impact when a group of

its associated cellular towers become out-of-service. �is requires a

comprehensive understanding of the radio signal pro�le in the area

of the impacted towers, the spatial distribution of UEs therein, and

their expected service workload. In this section, we describe our

methodology in deriving these information from the measurement

data that we obtain.

3.1 Notation and Problem Formulation
We denote as S the set of radio sectors in the provider network. For

each sector s ∈ S , the service load measured on the sector (over

time) is a time series {ys,t }, where t ∈ T indicates the time bin

from which the measurement data are collected, and T is the set

of such time bins. As described in Section 2.3, this measurement is

derived from the UTRAN counter values in hourly aggregates that

are contained in the aforementioned �rst data source. We use the
number of UEs in service as the service load metric as it is commonly

used operationally when loss-of-service is reported. Note that our

approach remains applicable when other metrics, such as bytes

transferred, are used. We will refer to this dataset as Dsector in

the rest of this paper.

We divide the geographical space within the service area of the

provider network into small grids. Based on the average location

accuracy of the deployed geo-locating algorithm, which ranges from

meters to tens of meters, we set the grid size to 100-meter by 100-

meter. We denote asG the set of geographic grids. We aggregate the

UE geo-location measurement data (i.e., the aforementioned second

data source) both in time and in space, and report the observed

number of UEs as a time series {xд,t } for each grid д ∈ G, where
t ∈ T . We will refer to this dataset asDдr id in the rest of this paper.

Lastly, based on the reported radio signal quality measures in

the UE geo-locating measurement data, we can also derive the

association mapping of the geographic grids G to the subset of

sectors S that can deliver a functional level of radio signal strength

to the grid. We assume such radio footprint is relatively stable in

the course of days to weeks. �e association relationship is de�ned

by a binary matrix C of size |S | by |G |; a matrix element cs,д = 1 if

and only if sector s ∈ S has radio coverage for grid д ∈ G . We refer

to this data as Dassoc in the rest of this paper.

We de�ne the hypothetic outage scenario as a tuple O = (SO , tO ),
where SO ⊆ S is the set of out-of-service sectors and tO ∈ T is the

time bin of this outage. Outages spanning over multiple time bins

can be straightforwardly decomposed into multiple sub-outages

that each lasts a single time bin. Our objective is to estimate the

loss-of-service due to the service outage at SO , which we denote as

HO .
If there were no radio coverage redundancies among sectors, HO

can simply be computed as

HO =
∑
s ∈SO

ys,tO

However, with redundant radio coverages, the actual service impact

is smaller than the above, and has to be determined at the grid level.

We de�ne as GO ⊆ G the geographical space that loses service

coverage during outage O:

GO , {д ∈ G | cs,д = 0 for ∀ s ∈ S − SO }
We de�ne the service workload, measured by number of UEs, in

each grid д at time t as random variables zд,t . It follows that

HO =
∑
д∈GO

zд,tO (1)

Our objective is to identify an unbiased estimator ĤO for HO
based on our measurements, which ideally also has a low variance.

�is is a challenging goal since the grid-level measurements in

Dдr id is “skewed” by the non-uniform locatability of UEs, which

is hard to “invert” by itself. �e skewness inDдr id can be modeled

as a sampling process, e.g, if there are 100 UEs in a certain grid

but only 70 of them are located by our system, we “imagine” that

these located UEs are obtained by sampling the 100 UEs with a

sampling ratio of 70%. Fortunately, the UTRAN counters based

dataset Dsector is quite accurate. We can then formulate and

construct a ridge regression model, calibrating dataset Dдr id with

Dsector and then generating a more accurate estimator with the

calibrated data.

Mathematically, let pд,t denote the sampling ratio of grid д at

time t , i.e., pд,t , xд,t /zд,t . Let rд,t be the inverse of pд,t so

that zд,t = rд,t · xд,t . With a slight abuse of notation, we de�ne

xд,tO , pд,tO · zд,tO . Our estimator ĤO is then de�ned as

ĤO ,
∑
д∈GO

r̂д · x̂д,tO (2)

where r̂д is a time-independent estimator for E
[
rд,t

]
and x̂д,tO is an

unbiased estimator for xд,tO . �e detailed de�nition of r̂д and x̂д,tO ,

through a ridge regression formulation, will be given in Section 3.2.

As will be shown shortly, the service impact estimator ĤO de�ned
above is unbiased, and arguably also has a relatively small mean

square error. Detailed proof and discussion will be provided in

Section 3.3 and Appendix A.

3.2 De�nition of the Estimators
We now introduce the detailed de�nition of r̂д and x̂д,tO . A more

rigorous justi�cation for the following formulation will be provided

in Appendix A.1.

3.2.1 Definition of r̂д . �e estimated scaling factors {r̂д} are
de�ned based on the following arguments. For any given time

bin t , let as,д ∈ [0, 1] be the average proportion of UEs that are

located in grid д and connected to radio sector s , such that E[ys,t ] =∑
д∈G as,д · E

[
zд,t

]
for each sector s ∈ S . Let {rд}д∈G be a group
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of scaling factors such that E
[
zд,t

]
= rд · E

[
xд,t

]
for all д ∈ G.

�en for any sector s ∈ S , we have

E[ys,t ] =
∑
д∈G

as,д · rд · E
[
xд,t

]
=

∑
д∈G

us,д · E
[
xд,t

]
(3)

where us,д , rд · as,д . Note that for any given grid д ∈ G, we
should always have

∑
s ∈S as,д = 1 and hence∑

s ∈S
us,д = rд ·

∑
s ∈S

as,д = rд

For any given д ∈ G, we assume that the scaling factor rд is

independent of time t . �is assumption is reasonable because the

radio footprint in a certain area is relatively stable in the course of

days to weeks, so does the locatability of UEs and the corresponding

sampling ratio in our model. With a similar justi�cation, we also

assume that {as,д} are independent of time t , and so are the factors
{us,д} (since us,д is determined by rд and as,д ). We can then

estimate the above scaling factors {rд} through a ridge regression

formulation as follows. Let ûs,д be the Least Squares estimator for

us,д in Equation (3), i.e., ûs,д is the solution for the following least

square problem

argmin

{ûs,д | s ∈S, д∈G }

∑
s ∈S

∑
t ∈T

(
ys,t −

∑
д∈G

ûs,д · xд,t
)
2

(4)

�e scaling factors {rд} can then be estimated as

r̂д ,
∑
s ∈S

ûs,д д ∈ G (5)

3.2.2 Definition of x̂д,tO . �e de�nition of estimator x̂д,tO is

much more straightforward – it is simply de�ned as the “sample

mean” of the the corresponding historical data in Dдr id . More

speci�cally, as shown in Figure 5, both datasets, namely Dsector
andDдr id , exhibit strong daily and weekly seasonal pa�erns. �us

for д ∈ G, time series {xд,t } can be partitioned into 7 × 24 = 168

weakly stationary processes
2
as follows. For time bins t and t ′,

xд,t and xд,t ′ belong to the same weakly stationary process if

(t − t ′) mod (7 × 24) = 0, wri�en as t ∼ t ′. We can then de�ne a

“congruence class” of t as:

T(t) , {t ′ | t ′ ∈ T and t ′ ∼ t}

and have E[xд,t ′] = E[xд,t ] (due to the weak stationarity assump-

tion) if t ′ ∈ T (t). We can then estimate the value of xд,tO by the

mean of the historical data within the same congruence class of tO ,
i.e.,

x̂д,tO ,
1

|T (tO )|
∑

t ∈T(tO )
xд,t (6)

2
A stochastic process {xt } is said to be weakly stationary if for ∀ t, τ ∈ R we have

E[xt ] = E[xt+τ ] and Cov(xt , xt+τ ) = Cx (τ ) is only a function of τ (i.e., not of t ).
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Figure 5: Service load measured by number of UEs shows
strong daily and weekly seasonal patterns.

3.3 Performance Analysis
In this section, we prove that the service impact estimator ĤO
de�ned in Section 3.2 is unbiased, and arguably also has a relatively

small mean square error. �e proof of unbiasedness is given by

�eorem 1. To prove this theorem, we �rst present the following

two lemmas, which establish the unbiasedness of estimators ûs,д
and r̂д . �e proofs of Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and �eorem 1 are quite

straightforward and can be found in Appendix A.

Lemma 1. ûs,д is an unbiased estimator of us,д given the data set
Dдr id , i.e.,

E
[
ûs,д

��Dдr id ]
= us,д

Lemma 2. r̂д is an unbiased estimator of rд given the data set
Dдr id , i.e.,

E
[
r̂д

��Dдr id ]
= rд

Theorem 1. ĤO is an unbiased estimator of HO , i.e.,

E[ĤO ] = E[HO ]

Besides unbiasedness, another important measure for evaluating

(the goodness of) an estimator is its Mean Square Error (MSE).

As the service impact estimator ĤO de�ned above is proven to be

unbiased, its mean square error is completely determined by its

variance. However, ĤO is not guaranteed to be a best linear unbiased
estimator (BLUE) of HO if we solve the ridge regression model in

(4) directly using the the ordinary least squares (OLS) method [27],

i.e., it’s not guaranteed to give the lowest variance of the estimate,

as compared to other unbiased linear estimators of HO . �is is

partly because random variables {ys,t }t ∈T (i.e., the workloads of

sector s at di�erent time t ) are not guaranteed to have the same

variance at di�erent time t , and hence the ridge regression model

in (4) is not guaranteed to result in a BLUE estimator for {us,д}
when solved by the OLS method [8]. Generalized least squares

(GLS) estimator [2] is not feasible here either since the covariance
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matrix for random variables {ys,t }t ∈T is generally unknown in

our scenario. Fortunately we can estimate the covariance matrix

of {ys,t }t ∈T using the residuals of the OLS estimator and then

generate the GLS estimator for {ûs,д} using this estimated covari-

ance matrix. �is standard method is called feasible generalized

least squares (FGLS) [10], which is empirically more e�cient (i.e.,

has a smaller variance) than OLS in such cases. �e e�ciency of

this FGLS estimator is veri�ed in our simulation experiments in

Section 4, which demonstrate that this FGLS estimator achieves a

fairly low empirical estimate error.

3.4 Implementation Issues
In this section, we discuss two implementation issues of TOIP.

3.4.1 A low complexity solution of the ridge regression model.
�e least square problem in Equation (4) involves solving for |S |×|G |
variables. Since |S | and |G | for the entire country is gigantic (|S | ≈
10

5
, |G | ≈ 10

9
), solving this problem would be very time- and

space-consuming. Fortunately, it can be decomposed into |S | small

problems as follows, which are much easier and faster to solve.

First, since we have as,д = 0 if cs,д = 0, Equation (3) can be

simpli�ed as

E[ys,t ] =
∑

д: cs,д=1
us,д · E

[
xд,t

]
As the radio coverage of a single sector is limited, number of grids

involved in the above equation can be upper bounded by a constant.

As a consequence, the minimization problem in Equation (4) can

be split into |S | disjoint subproblems as follows.

argmin

{ûs,д | д∈G }

∑
t ∈T

(
ys,t −

∑
д: cs,д=1

ûs,д · xд,t
)
2

(s ∈ S)

Each of these subproblems involves only O(1) variables and can

be solved separately. Such simpli�cation can also mitigate the

over-��ing problem since less variables are involved in each of the

least square problems.

3.4.2 Accommodating tower capacity constraints. Another way
to improve the accuracy of the above estimator is to add tower

capacities as constraints when calculating the customer impacts

as it is possible that not all UEs from the failed towers can be

accommodated by the adjacent towers. To take into consideration

the capacity constraints, we need to know how UEs are relocated

to alternate towers. �is knowledge however is generally very hard

to obtain in practice. A feasible, and arguably “common-sensical”

alternative approach is to assume that UEs from the failed towers

�rst try to connect to their nearest alternate towers, and continue on

to try the second nearest if rejected by the �rst one, and so on. �is

assumption however may not alway be true in practice according

to our observations: the closest tower is not necessarily the one

that delivers the strongest signals to the UEs and thus may not be

their �rst choice when they are trying to reconnect. Factoring in

the capacity constraints using such a “common-sensical” approach

may not necessarily bene�t the performance of our estimator and

may even do some harms in certain scenarios.

Fortunately, in practice, network planners tend to deploy su�-

cient redundancies (i.e., safety margins) in the cellular networks

such that the workloads transferred from the failed towers rarely

exceed the capacity limit of the alternate towers. For example, dur-

ing extreme events such as Super Bowl, additional temporary cell

sites will be deployed to mitigate the excessive workload pressure.

Intuitively, with the existence of such safe margins, simply ignoring

the tower capacity constraints should not hurt the accuracy of

our estimator much. �is intuition is further corroborated by

our evaluations to be shown in Section 4.2, which indicate that

there is a remarkably good match between the customer impact

estimated by TOIP (without considering capacity constraints) and

the ground truth reported by network operators (in which the

capacity constraints are involved).

When deploying TOIP in the real system, we associate an empir-

ical workload threshold to each of the towers in the network and

estimate the workload increase in the alternate towers using the

aforementioned “nearest tower” approach; although this method is

not accurate enough for a “quantitative” analysis, we can use it for a

“qualitative” guidance for issuing the following warning messages.

A warning message will be generated whenever the workload

thus estimated of any alternate tower exceeds the corresponding

threshold, which indicates there is a potential risk in service quality

degradation, and that the network planner is expected to look

further into it.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the cellular service

impact prediction made by TOIP in terms of number of UEs that

lost cellular service using both synthetic data and real outage data

from a large operational cellular network.

4.1 Simulation using Synthetic Data
In this section, we �rst evaluate TOIP using synthetic data. �ese

synthetic data, generated using a simple model shown below, may

not capture all the characteristics in the real network. But it al-

lows us to control and isolate variables in di�erent aspects, e.g.,

the outage area GO or the tower-grid association matrix C , and
to investigate how these variables a�ect the accuracy of TOIP.

Also, with synthetic data, we are able to evaluate the accuracy of

the intermediate steps of our estimator, e.g., the accuracy of the

estimated scaling factors r̂д , and have a be�er understanding of the
detailed behavior of the estimator.

More speci�cally, to generate the synthetic data, we consider a

10km × 10km geographical area with 10 randomly located cellular

towers. �is area is divided into 100 × 100 grids, each representing

a 100m × 100m geographical bin. Per the best practice in cellular

networking, the cellular service providers usually deploy more

towers in the areas with larger UE densities (e.g., an urban area),

and in this case to limit the interferences between di�erent towers,

the antennas are tuned so that each grid is only covered by a small

number of towers. In accordance with this, we enforce the following

two constraints in our simulationmodel: the UE density in each grid

is positively correlatedwith the tower density in its nearby area; and

the coverage of a tower is negatively correlated with the number

of towers in its nearby area. More speci�cally, in the simulation,

we assume that the antennas are tuned so that each grid is covered

only by 4 towers nearest to it. �e actual number of UEs within a

grid д at time t , denoted as zд,t , is modeled as a Gaussian random
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variable with its mean and standard deviation set proportional to

the tower density in the nearby areas of this grid. We assume that

the radio transmission in this area follows the log-distance path

loss model and the probability that a UE connecting to a certain

tower (with this UE in its coverage) is proportional to the power

strength it receives from the tower. �e number of UEs connecting

to each tower is then calculated according to the above tower-grid

associations. Furthermore, as described in Section 2.3 and 3.1, due to

the non-uniform locatability of UEs, the number of UEs in each grid

observed by our measurement system can be modeled as a random

sampling process. As UEs in grids under coverage of multiple

towers are more “locatable” as they are more likely to exchange

signaling messages with RNC to achieve hand-over among multiple

towers, we assume that the sampling rate (proportion of located

UEs) within a certain grid is proportional to the density of towers

in its nearby area. Figure 6 shows an example of the network

topology generated in this way. Standard kernel density estimator

(KDE) with Gaussian kernels is invoked here to estimate the tower

densities at di�erent locations. Average sampling rate of grid д,
denoted as pд , is then calculated by multiplying the tower densities

with a scaling factor such that the maximum sampling rate over

the whole area is normalized to 1. Observed number of UEs in

grid д at time t , denoted as xд,t , is then generated according to the

corresponding sampling rate, i.e, xд,t = Binomial(zд,t ,pд).
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Figure 6: A randomly generated network topology.

Our �rst set of experiments evaluates the accuracy of the per-

grid scaling factor estimation made by TOIP. For the randomly

generated network topology and load described above, we calculate

the estimated scaling factor r̂д for each grid using our TOIP algo-

rithm
3
(trained with number-of-UE time series of length 100,000)

and compare it with the ground truth rд = 1/pд . �e empirical

cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the ratio r̂д/rд is shown

in Figure 7. As shown in the �gure, this ratio is concentrated around

1 throughout the grids, demonstrating that the estimated scaling

3
�e the ridge regression model in (4) is solved using the FGLS method mentioned in

Section 3.3.

factors r̂д are indeed unbiased and empirically also have a small

variance.
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Figure 7: Empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of the ratio r̂д/rд .

To further evaluate the service impact estimation accuracy for

potential tower outages, we randomly select a block of grids as the

outage area GO and estimate the total number of UEs in this area

using TOIP. We randomly generate 10 di�erent network topologies,

repeat this process 10, 000 times for each of such topologies and

report the overall average estimate error ratio
4
as the result. We

use a strawman algorithm here to compare with our TOIP, which

simply uses the inverse of the average sampling rate over the whole

area to recover the number of UEs instead of the per-grid scaling

factors r̂д . We vary the length of the number-of-UEs time series

used to train the estimator and the size of the outage areas |GO |
in the experiments. �e results are shown in Figures 8 and 9.

We can observe that with su�cient amount of training data, the

estimation error ratio of TOIP is only around 3% ∼ 5% while the

strawman algorithm is around 30%. �e estimation accuracy of

TOIP is signi�cantly be�er than the strawman algorithm.

�e third set of experiments investigate the robustness of TOIP

on incomplete tower-gird association data. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 3.1, dataset Dassoc is inferred from the UE geo-locating mea-

surement data, but due to the aforementioned non-uniform locata-

bility of UEs, we may fail to infer a small percentage of tower-gird

associations when there are insu�cient number of locatable UEs

in certain areas. To evaluate the robustness of TOIP to such data

incompleteness, we randomly drop 50% of the tower-grid associa-

tion information in the synthetic data and use the remaining part

to train the TOIP estimator. �e result is shown in Figure 10. When

part of the tower-grid association information is missing, TOIP

4
�e average error ratio (ER) metric used in our evaluation is de�ned as the square

root of the normalized mean square error, i.e.,

ER =

√√√√√√√∑N
i=1

(
H (i )O − Ĥ

(i )
O

)
2

∑N
i=1

(
H (i )O

)
2

where H (i )O , i = 1, . . . , N , is the actual outage customer impacts (i.e., the ground

truth) in the i-th experiment and Ĥ (i )O , i = 1, . . . , N , is its estimate.
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Figure 8: Error ratio of service impact estimation made by
TOIP.
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Figure 9: Error ratio of service impact estimation made by
the strawman algorithm.

will automatically cast more weights on the remaining tower-grid

associations. �is may lead to inaccurate estimation of the scaling

factors r̂д . More speci�cally, it may tend to underestimate scaling

factors of the grids with more missing data while overestimate the

others. However, such distortion could cancel out with each other

when we consider a block of grids. As shown in Figure 10, the

estimation error ratio is increase by only 3% ∼ 5% even if 50% of

the tower-grid association information is missing
5
. In other words,

TOIP is quite robust against the data incompleteness.

4.2 Systematic Evaluation using Real
Operational Data

In this section, we evaluate the performance of TOIP by comparing

with the ground truth from historical real tower outages in a large

operational cellular network. We trained TOIP using 45 days

5
Note that the le� most point in Figure 10 is even smaller than that in Figure 8. It’s

because less “features” are involved when the tower-grid association information is

incomplete, which mitigates the over-��ing problem when there’s insu�cient amount

of training data.
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Figure 10: Error ratio of service impact estimation made by
TOIP using incomplete tower-gird association data.

of measurement data collected from a large operational cellular

network. In order to evaluate the prediction accuracy of TOIP,

we collect a set of 43 historical real tower outages that occurred

in a 3-month time period. �e number of out-of-service towers

varies from 1 to about 50 in these outage cases. �e ground truth of

service impact (in terms of number of UEs that lost cellular service)

for these outage cases are generated by network operators using

reliable network monitor and analysis tools. �e operator-reported

service impacts are normalized (as required by the service provider

we are working with), which served as the ground truth in our

evaluation.

As shown in Table 1, the operation team classi�es the service

impact (in terms of number of UEs that lost cellular service) of

di�erent outages into 6 categories according to their severities. In

other words, minor errors in the prediction can be ignored as long

as they are not crossing categories. For example, on one hand, it

is not critical if TOIP predicts the service impact as 0.01 while the

ground truth is 0.011 as they both are still in the same category. But,

on the other hand, we call it an error if the prediction and ground

truth are in two di�erent categories.

Table 1: Outage severity categories
Outage severity category Service impact (normalized)

Level 1 0 ∼ 0.002

Level 2 0.002 ∼ 0.02

Level 3 0.02 ∼ 0.1

Level 4 0.1 ∼ 0.2

Level 5 0.2 ∼ 0.6

Level 6 > 0.6

As shown in Figure 11, for the above 43 real outages in the

network, we compare our “predicted” (in retrospect) number of

UEs that lost service with the operator-reported service impact.

We �nd remarkably good matches between our prediction and the

ground truth - showing a prediction accuracy of 92.68%, which is

high enough for operational use.
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Figure 11: Customer impact estimation made by TOIP

5 USE CASE: TOWER NTE REHOMING
As TOIP accurately estimates the cellular service availability given a

potential backhaul network failure scenario, it becomes a powerful

tool for cellular backhaul network planners to re-optimize their

backhaul design, from time to time, so that the impact of any actual

backhaul network failure, such as �ber cut or Ethernet card failure,

on cellular service is minimized. In this section, we demonstrate the

e�cacy of TOIP in backhaul network re-optimization via simulation

studies on a large real-world cellular network topology. More

speci�cally, we show that the use of TOIP can lead to design changes

in the backhaul network that would result in signi�cantly improved

resiliency to failures.

5.1 Rehoming Optimization Problem
Since the cellular backhaul network was designed in phases and

cellular towers were built gradually, cellular tower NTEs may not

always be optimally homed to backhaul network access devices at

all times. Hence cellular backhaul network planners are required

to analyze service availability and periodically re-home some of

the tower NTEs to backhaul network access devices that provide

be�er cellular accesses to them.

As mentioned in section 2.1, each tower backhaul connection

from its NTE to MTSO consists of two segments: one segment

is from NTE to backhaul network access device and the other

is from access device to MTSO. �e backhaul network is usually

a mesh topology with full failure restoration capability whereas

the �rst segment from an NTE to its backhaul network access

device is usually single homed over access �bers. At the early

stage of backhaul network deployment, when the number of access

devices is relatively small, a tower NTE may have to be initially

homed to an access site that is relatively far away, resulting in a

relatively long unprotected backhaul connection segment. Later on,

however, with the expansion of the backhaul network, this tower

NTE could become much closer to another access site. In this case,

rehoming this tower NTE from the original (faraway) access site to

the new (nearby) access site can shorten the unprotected backhaul

connection segment and improve tower reliability. �ere is however

another factor to consider in this rehoming: As deployments of

access �bers and cellular towers are always limited, multiple tower

NTE backhaul connections o�en have to share a common �ber

segment. Should this shared common �ber segment be cut, all

towers with backhaul connections routed over it would fail together,

which could impact a large number of customers. Hence a rehoming

operation needs to take into consideration the service impact of

potential backhaul segment failures.

5.2 �e Prior Rehoming Solution
Due to budget constraints, only a limited percentage of tower

NTEs can be re-homed during a certain time period and network

planners need to prioritize the rehoming operations for di�erent

towers. Before TOIP, the state-of-the-art solution for rehoming

tower NTEs uses the number of a�ected cellular towers as the

measure to assess the service impact of a backhaul network failure.

Under this measure, the service impact of a backhaul failure was

simply de�ned by those towers routed through the failed network

segment. Hence, given the high cost associated with any reliability

enhancement to backhaul network topology, the planners typically

focus on identifying backhaul network segments that are shared by

a large number of cellular towers; to mitigate the potential impact

of a backhaul failure, they either design additional protection (e.g,

adding a secondary circuit) to these network segments or re-home

some of the connected cellular towers for them to gain network

access via alternative paths.

�e assumption made by this solution that every disconnected

tower (due to failure) has the same impact on users is a crude

and questionable one in that it ignores a large amount of useful

information, such as the service redundancy of the radio network.

For one thing, the number of a�ected cellular towers o�en has

a low correlation with the cellular service availability perceived

by users. In other words, depending on the spatial distribution of

cellular towers and UEs and the radio environments it induces, it

is very possible that losing a network segment (e.g., a �ber cut)

serving more cellular towers may be less disruptive than the ones

serving fewer cellular towers. For example, some cellular towers

are located in dense urban business areas that have high loads while

some other towers are located in suburban areas with low loads; the

antennas on some towers are tilted up to cover a large geographical

area whereas those on some others are tilted down purposely to

avoid interference with neighboring towers.

TOIP takes a fundamentally di�erent approach to analyzing ser-

vice availability and o�ers a more optimized solution to rehoming

cellular tower NTEs. In the following, we provide a vis-a-vis com-

parison between our TOIP-based solution and the prior solution,

which we refer to as network impact solution since it considers only

the network-tower relationship.

Network Impact Solution (Previous solution):
(1) Find the network segment failure with the largest network

impact, i.e., the network segment failure that will bring

down the largest number of towers in the network.

(2) Among all the towers a�ected by this network segment

failure, �nd the one with the largest risk score. Here the
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risk score of a tower is the total network impact of all the

network segment failures that would a�ect with this tower.

(3) Rehome this tower.

(4) Repeat Steps (1) - (3).

TOIP-based Customer Impact Solution:
(1) Find the network segment failure with the largest customer

impact (estimated by TOIP).

(2) Among all the towers a�ected by this network segment

failure, �nd the one that, if it’s rehomed, will lead to the

largest reduction in the customer impact (estimated using

TOIP).

(3) Rehome this tower.

(4) Repeat Steps (1) - (3).

5.3 Experiment Results
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Figure 12: A real network topology with 693 towers in a
medium size local access and transport area (LATA).

To demonstrate the e�cacy of using TOIP in improving the

resilience of the network, we compare the performance of these two

tower rehoming approaches by simulation experiments using a real

network topology. �e network area we investigated is illustrated

in Figure 12, which is a medium size (∼ 2×104 km2
) local access and

transport area (LATA) in a large operational cellular network. �ere

are a total of 693 towers and 844 potential network segment failures.

�is is a coastal metropolitan area. Towers are dense in the city and

is sparser in the surrounding suburban and rural areas. �is area is

divided into about 2 × 104 grids, each representing a 1km × 1km
geographical bin (water area is excluded in our simulation). �e

number of UEs in each grid and the proportion of locatable UEs

within the grid are generated using the synthetic model described

in Section 4.1.

We use synthetic UE distribution data here because the actual

number of UEs in each grid is generally unavailable in practice due

to the aforementioned non-uniform locatability of UEs. Such data is

however indispensable in calculating the real customer impact (not

the one estimated by TOIP) of each hypothetical network segment

failure, since we need to know its real customer impact a�er the

tower-rehoming in order to compare the e�cacies of these two

approaches in improving the resiliency of the network. It is also

inappropriate to evaluate the e�cacy of the TOIP-based approach

using the customer impact estimated by TOIP itself. Hence, as a

compromise solution, we use the synthetic UE distribution data here

to �ll this gap. We emphasize this compromise solution is innocuous

for the following reason. As described in Section 4.1, our statistical

model of generating such synthetic UE distribution data is inferred

directly from the given network topology, according to our best

understandings of the operational practice in the cellular network.

Hence such synthetic data are arguably a “maximum-likelihood

estimation” of the ground truth, their use should neither help nor

hurt the outcome statistically of the comparison between our TOIP

based approach and the prior approach.
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(a) Average customer impact (normalized) over all the 844 network
segment failures a�er tower NTE rehoming.
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Figure 13: Tower rehoming using TOIP results in a more
reliable network design.
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In our simulation experiments, we rehome a given number

of the towers using the above two tower-rehoming approaches

respectively, and calculate the “real” customer impacts (using the

aforementioned synthetic data) of a potential network segment

failure a�er the rehoming. We do not consider the combination of

multiple network segment failures in the evaluation since simulta-

neous multiple failures almost never happen in practice. We vary

the number of towers to be rehomed, and report the average and

the maximum customer impacts over all potential single network

segment failures a�er rehoming the corresponding number of

towers. �e results, plo�ed in Figure 13, show conclusively that our

TOIP approach signi�cantly outperforms the prior approach. More

speci�cally, both the average (Figure 13a) and the maximum (Figure

13b) customer impacts of the potential single network segment

failures for the TOIP approach drop much faster than those for the

prior approach. Furthermore, perhaps a bit surprisingly, the TOIP

tower-rehoming approach is able to reduce the customer impact

of each single network segment failure to a negligible value a�er

rehoming only about 10% of the 693 towers. �is implies that the

a�ected towers of each single failure are su�ciently “sca�ered” in

the network a�er rehoming, and will not have a signi�cant user

impact when they are brought down.

To summarize, with the help of TOIP, we are able to identify the

tower NTEs that need rehoming most urgently and to put capital

investments in the segments that need the protection the most. �is

capability clearly will result in an improved resiliency to failures

and a more reliable cellular network design. Consequently, TOIP

has been adopted by the cellular backhaul network planner team

of a large cellular service provider in North America as a primary

tool to re-optimize its backhaul network since early 2016.

6 RELATEDWORK
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work has been devoted to

predicting the customer impact of hypothetic cellular tower outages.

We have mainly been inspired by prior works in three areas: what-if

analysis, network resilience and cellular network modeling.

What-if analysis. What-if analysis have recently received

much a�ention in many �elds. Various methods are explored to

design such kind of systems. In [21], a workload-based what-if

analysis system was designed and implemented for cloud comput-

ing applications. Network of queues was utilized in this paper to

analytically model the behavior of large distributed cloud applica-

tions. �ereska et. al. presented a self-predicting storage system in

[24], which continuously monitors the system status and uses the

activity records to answer the what-if questions about the impact of

a decision on the performance of the system. WISE [23] is another

what-if analysis system designed for content distribution network

(CDN). It uses statistical learning techniques to predict the service

response-time distribution when infrastructure deployment and

con�guration are changed, such as deploying a new data center or

changing the mapping of clients to servers. �ough these designs

all enable the administrators to ask a variety of “what-if” questions

about the corresponding systems, none of them considered the

“what-if” scenarios in a wireless cellular network. Our TOIP scheme,

as described above, is designed to �ll this gap.

Network resilience. Researchers have made great e�orts to-

wards improving the resilience of cellular networks. For example,

MERCURY [16], Litmus [15] and PRISM [14] are proposed to detect

and assess the impact of planned or unplanned network changes

(e.g., network upgrade ormaintenance) in cellular networks. Several

other works [1, 3, 4, 6, 9, 13, 20, 26, 28, 30], such as Cell Outage

Compensation (COC) in Self-Organizing Networks (SON) and the

recently proposed Magus scheme [29], focus on improving the

service performance during network upgrades or outages. Network

resilience under extreme conditions has also a�racted consider-

able a�ention in recent years and many e�orts are devoted to

measuring and minimizing the service disruptions due to natural

or manmade disasters (e.g., Hurricane Sandy and 9/11 A�ack)

[12, 17–19, 22, 25, 31]. Our problem scope is di�erent from that of

these prior works, which are focused on assessing or improving the

service performance during or a�er network changes. TOIP on the

other hand is designed to predict the service impact on end-user’s

equipments for hypothetic cellular-tower outage scenarios. It allows
the service provider to invest in the enhancements of backhaul

transport network e�ciently so that the improvement to cellular

service reliability is maximized.

Modeling Cellular Networks. Assessing the performance

of cellular networks and the end-users’ behaviors is challenging

partially because of overlapping external factors such as terrain,

buildings, and foliage. �ese external factors could be very dif-

ferent in di�erent geographical regions. As it is extremely hard

to estimate such details by a simple model, people make various

statistical assumptions in their model when studying the perfor-

mance of cellular networks [7, 11, 13, 26, 28, 30]. Inspired by Magus

[29], which divides the coverage area into 100m × 100m grids and

calculates each grid’s SINR and throughput rate independently,

TOIP uses a measurement-based model (rather than the idealized

analytical model) to avoid making simple assumptions for these

external factors. However, di�erent from Magus, we construct a

ridge regression model to reconcile the information from both the

tower-level and grid-level measurements in order to obtain a more

reliable estimation.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the service impact analysis/prediction prob-

lem for cellular service providers in the application of transport

network design. We rely on two classes of measurement data

collected from a major cellular provider network in north America.

We invent and prototype a novel system called TOIP to answer

what-if questions regarding end-users’ experience given hypo-

thetical cell tower outage scenarios. TOIP �rst models the radio

coverage for each spatial grid (100m × 100m area) based on the

signal quality readings from individual UEs and determines the set

of spatial grids without radio coverage given a particular outage

scenario. It then estimates the number of UEs in the a�ected

spatial grids by aggregating the UE level records and calibrating

it with tower level measurements. We evaluate our system with

both synthetic data and historical real tower outages in a large

operational cellular network. �e result demonstrates closematches

between the predicted end-users’ experience and the observed

service impact in retrospect.
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A PROOF OF THE UNBIASEDNESS
In this section, we give the detailed proof for the unbiasedness of

the customer impact estimator ĤO de�ned in Section 3. We �rst

describe a more rigorous mathematical modeling of the relationship

between the grid-level measurement Dдr id and the sector-level

measurement Dsector in Section A.1, and then give the proof of

Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and �eorem 1 in Sections A.2, A.3 and A.4,

respectively.

A.1 Modeling
For any t , random variables zд,t , xд,t and ys,t are correlated be-

cause they are measurements of the same quantities from di�erent

vantage points. Speci�cally, for any s ∈ S and t ∈ T , we have

ys,t =
∑
д∈G

as,д,t · zд,t

=
∑
д∈G

as,д,t · rд,t · xд,t (7)

where 0 ≤ as,д,t ≤ 1 is the proportion of UEs that are located in

grid д and connected to radio sector s at time t . For any t ∈ T and

д ∈ G, we have ∑
s ∈S

as,д,t = 1 (8)

We assume that, given any �xed t , random variable rд,t is in-
dependent of each of the random variables xд,t and zд,t (but not
independent of both because rд,t ≡ 1/pд,t and pд,t ≡ xд,t /zд,t ).
�is assumption is reasonable since when the provider network is

not overloaded, the locatability of UEs is independent of the number

of UEs in the area. As a consequence, the sampling process that

produces measurements xд,t in our model – and hence its actual

average sampling ratio pд,t during time bin t – is independent of

the set of UEs being sampled (with a population of zд,t ) and also

independent of the set of UEs actually sampled (with a population

of xд,t ). We also assume that given any �xed t , random variable

as,д,t is independent of each of the random variables xд,t and zд,t ,
and rд,t . �is assumption can be similarly justi�ed.

http://www.3gpp.org/ftp/Specs/html-info/32541.htm
http://www.google.com/patents/US20120052883
http://www.google.com/patents/US20120052883
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-04898-2_270
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-642-04898-2_270
http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TNET.2012.2230448
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For any given s ∈ S and д ∈ G, we assume that time series

{rд,t } is a weakly stationary process. �is assumption is reasonable

because the radio footprint in a certain area is relatively stable in

the course of days to weeks, so does the locatability of UEs and

the corresponding sampling ratio in our model. With a similar

justi�cation, we also assume that {as,д,t } is a weakly stationary

process. Hence, there exist constants rд and as,д such that for any

time t we always have E[rд,t ] = rд and E[as,д,t ] = as,д (Note that

there is no guarantee that E[rд,t ] = 1/E[pд,t ]). De�ne ξ (r )д,t and

ξ
(a)
s,д,t as

ξ
(r )
д,t ≡ rд,t − rд (9)

ξ
(a)
s,д,t ≡ as,д,t − as,д (10)

i.e., ξ
(r )
д,t and ξ

(a)
s,д,t are the noise components of rд,t and as,д,t

respectively, and we have E
[
ξ
(r )
д,t

]
= E

[
ξ
(a)
s,д,t

]
= 0.

Combining Equations (7), (9) and (10), we have

ys,t =
∑
д∈G

as,д,t · rд,t · xд,t

=
∑
д∈G

(
as,д + ξ

(a)
s,д,t

)
·
(
rд + ξ

(r )
д,t

)
· xд,t

=
∑
д∈G

as,д · rд · xд,t +
∑
д∈G

as,д · ξ (r )д,t · xд,t

+
∑
д∈G

ξ
(a)
s,д,t · rд · xд,t +

∑
д∈G

ξ
(a)
s,д,t · ξ

(r )
д,t · xд,t

=
∑
д∈G

us,д · xд,t + ξ (y)s,t (11)

where

us,д =as,д · rд (12)

ξ
(y)
s,t =

∑
д∈G

as,д · ξ (r )д,t · xд,t +
∑
д∈G

ξ
(a)
s,д,t · rд · xд,t

+
∑
д∈G

ξ
(a)
s,д,t · ξ

(r )
д,t · xд,t

A.2 Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. It’s su�cient to prove that E

[
ξ
(y)
s,t

��Dдr id ]
= 0. For any

s ∈ S , д ∈ G and t ∈ T , we have

E
[
as,д · ξ (r )д,t · xд,t

��Dдr id ]
= E

[
as,д · ξ (r )д,t · xд,t

��xд,t ]
= E

[
as,д · xд,t

��xд,t ] · E[
ξ
(r )
д,t

��xд,t ]
= E

[
as,д · xд,t

��xд,t ] · E[
ξ
(r )
д,t

]
= E

[
as,д · xд,t

��xд,t ] · 0
= 0

�e third equality holds since rд,t is independent of xд,t , so does

ξ
(r )
д,t . Similarly, we can prove that

E
[
ξ
(a)
s,д,t · rд · xд,t

��Dдr id ]
= 0

E
[
ξ
(a)
s,д,t · ξ

(r )
д,t · xд,t

��Dдr id ]
= 0

�us

E
[
ξ
(y)
s,t

��Dдr id ]
=

∑
д∈G

E
[
as,д · ξ (r )д,t · xд,t

��Dдr id ]
+

∑
д∈G

E
[
ξ
(a)
s,д,t · rд · xд,t

��Dдr id ]
+

∑
д∈G

E
[
ξ
(a)
s,д,t · ξ

(r )
д,t · xд,t

��Dдr id ]
=0

�

A.3 Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. From Equation (8), we have∑

s ∈S
as,д =

∑
s ∈S

E[as,д,t ] = E
[ ∑
s ∈S

as,д,t

]
= 1

Combining this with Equation (12), we can obtain∑
s ∈S

us,д = rд
∑
s ∈S

as,д = rд

�us, by Equation (5) and Lemma 1, we have

E
[
r̂д

��Dдr id ]
= E

[ ∑
s ∈S

ûs,д
��Dдr id ]

=
∑
s ∈S

E
[
ûs,д

��Dдr id ]
=

∑
s ∈S

us,д

= rд

�

A.4 Proof of �eorem 1
Proof. By the de�nition of HO in Equation (1), we have

E[HO ] =
∑
д∈GO

E
[
zд,tO

]
=

∑
д∈GO

E
[
rд,tO · xд,tO

]
=

∑
д∈GO

E
[
rд,tO

]
· E

[
xд,tO

]
=

∑
д∈GO

rд · E
[
xд,tO

]
�e third equality holds since rд,tO is independent with xд,tO .

By Equation (2), Equation (6) and Lemma 2, we have

E[ĤO ] =
∑
д∈GO

E
[
r̂д · x̂д,tO

]
=

∑
д∈GO

E
[
r̂д ·

1

|T (tO )|
∑

t ∈T(tO )
xд,t

]
=

∑
д∈GO

1

|T (tO )|
∑

t ∈T(tO )
E
[
r̂д · xд,t

]
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=
∑
д∈GO

1

|T (tO )|
∑

t ∈T(tO )
E
[
E
[
r̂д · xд,t

��Dдr id ] ]
=

∑
д∈GO

1

|T (tO )|
∑

t ∈T(tO )
E
[
E
[
r̂д

��Dдr id ]
· xд,t

]
=

∑
д∈GO

1

|T (tO )|
∑

t ∈T(tO )
E
[
rд · xд,t

]
=

∑
д∈GO

1

|T (tO )|
∑

t ∈T(tO )
rд · E

[
xд,t

]
=

∑
д∈GO

1

|T (tO )|
∑

t ∈T(tO )
rд · E

[
xд,tO

]
=

∑
д∈GO

rд · E
[
xд,tO

]
= E[HO ]

In the ��h equality, E
[
r̂д ·xд,t

��Dдr id ]
= E

[
r̂д

��Dдr id ]
·xд,t since

xд,t is in the dataset Dдr id . �e eighth equality holds because

E
[
xд,t

]
= E

[
xд,tO

]
for ∀ t ∈ T (tO ). �

B REVISION REPORT
First of all, we wish to express our gratitude to the anonymous

reviewers for their helpful suggestions and valuable comments. We

have made several rounds of revisions to the paper, to address all

issues raised by the reviewers. In what follows, we give our detailed

replies to each comment and the corresponding revision we have

made.

B.1 Response to TPC Summary (Reviewer E)
Comment #1: A real demonstration that using TOIP can result in
a more reliable network design. �ere is currently no such demonstra-
tion.

Reply: In the revised paper, we’ve presented and evaluated a

real application of TOIP, which solves the tower NTE rehoming

problem in the backhaul newtworks. Our experiment shows that

the tower NTE rehoming approach based on the TOIP-estimated

customer impact signi�cantly outperforms the existing solution.

�e corresponding content appears in Section 5 (Note that the data

appears in Sections 4.2 and 5 are now normalized as required by

the service provider we are working with).

Comment #2: A more thorough review and discussion of related
works.

Reply: We have carefully surveyed the literature, and have

added two new paragraphs in Section 6 to make a more thorough

discussion of the related work. �e corresponding contents appear

in the last two paragraphs of Section 6.

Comment #3: At the very least a discussion of how capacity con-
straints could be incorporated or some experiments demonstrating that
the results are useful even without considering capacity constraints.

Reply: We have added a new subsection (Section 3.4.2) to

discuss the capacity constraint issues of our methodology and

proposed a potential solution to mitigate this problem in practice.

Comment #4: A substantial tightening of the writing and the
presentation.

Reply: We have rewri�en the entire Section 3 (for describing

the TOIP scheme) so that it is now focused only on the core ideas of

TOIP. Some materials (e.g., the proof of the lemmas and theorems)

that are peripheral to the core idea of our scheme are now moved

to Appendix A. We have also tightened the abstract and revised

other parts of the paper to make the presentation more clear and

concise.

B.2 Response to Reviewer A
Comment A.1: �e �rst issue is that the paper ignores capacity
constraints in evaluating the impact of a failure. Users may have
access to adjacent cell towers, but it is likely that not all users from
failed towers can be accommodated. In general, deciding how to
(re)allocate users to alternate towers can be a complex problem when
capacity constraints are added. I believe that the paper can be extended
to include such a capability, which would in my opinion signi�cantly
increase its usefulness.

Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #3 inAppendix B.1

for the corresponding revision.

Comment A.2: �e second, though less signi�cant weakness of the
paper is in terms of its structure, which is at time awkward and makes
it harder for the reader to understand and appreciate the results.
I will provide some speci�c examples below, but there is room for
improvement when it comes to the organization of the material to
make it more approachable. �e writing could also bene�t from some
polishing, though it does not detract from readability as much as the
paper structure.

Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #4 inAppendix B.1

for our revision on the presentation of the paper. We have also

taken an additional pass on the paper to make sure all the issues

raised by the reviewer have been properly addressed.

Comment A.3: Last para of Section 4.1, I was confused by the
discussion on the robustness evaluation of your estimator by dropping
50% of the tower-grid association information. How does this relate to
the situation you are facing with incomplete location data. �is is far
from clear.

Reply: We have revised this paragraph to clarify this issue. �e

corresponding content appears in the last paragraph of Section 4.1,

highlighted in blue.

Comment A.4: Section 5 is much less a demonstration of TOIP and
much more o�ering evidence to motivate the need for TOIP. As such,
it should probably come much earlier in the paper, i.e., right at the
beginning. If you want to also have an operational evaluation section,
then you should illustrate how the use of TOIP can lead to design
changes in the network that result in improved resiliency to failure.
�is is not what this section is demonstrating.

Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #1 inAppendix B.1

for the corresponding revision.

Comment A.5: Typos, Grammar errors
Reply: We have taken two thorough passes over the paper and

have �xed all the typos and grammar problems that we spo�ed.
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B.3 Response to Reviewer B
Comment B.1: Some wordings are perhaps too aggressive. For
example, the abstract states that the results prove that TOIP is able to
accurately predict the service impact of cell tower outages. I would
suggest using the word prove only for things that are 100% proven,
not results that simply show reasonably good accuracy …

Reply: We have toned down our wording throughout the paper,

e.g. changing “prove” to “demonstrate”. We also removed the

statement “to the best of our knowledge, TOIP is the �rst data-

driven system for predicting cellular service impact that has been

deployed and adopted in a large cellular service provider” from the

list of contributions of the paper in Section 1.

Comment B.2: Some of the proofs lack explanations for some steps.
Combined with the notation, this made some passages unnecessarily
time consuming. A table with notation would also help the readability
of some of these parts.
�e abstract is very lengthy and can be considerably condensed.

Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #4 inAppendix B.1

for the corresponding revision.

Comment B.3: When trying to interpreting your results, I was
o�en wondering how many grids a sector or tower typically covers?
Maybe showing some distribution statistics would have helped here?
In general, it would be nice to know a bit more about the density and
how this impacts things.

Reply: �e number of 100m × 100m grids covered by a tower

typically ranges from 10
1
to 10

4
(the density decreases exponentially

as the coverage increases). �e service provider we are working

with is not comfortable with revealing more detailed statistics (e.g.,

a histogram) and we complied.

Comment B.4: Few references, and the most recent from 2013.
Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #2 inAppendix B.1

for the corresponding revision.

Comment B.5: Sometimes the paper put acronyms within brackets
and other times the de�nition within brackets. Pick one approach
and stick with it. (Personally, I prefer the �rst, in which the acronym
is within brackets, when �rst being de�ned … For example user
equipment (UE) …)

Reply: We have uni�ed the format of acronyms according to

the reviewer’s suggestion. In addition, we have taken two thorough

passes over the paper and have �xed all the typos and grammar

problems that we spo�ed.

B.4 Response to Reviewer C
Comment C.1: �e introduction (bullet #4) indicates that the paper
demonstrates how TOIP advances the state of the art in designing a
reliable cellular network backhaul. However, the section describing
it includes mostly an “experience description” rather than an algo-
rithm/method.

Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #1 inAppendix B.1

for the corresponding revision.

Comment C.2: �e various descriptions are quite verbose and
repetitive.

�e notation in the analytical part could be simpli�ed and this
would signi�cantly improve the presentation.

Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #4 inAppendix B.1

for the corresponding revision.

Comment C.3: �ere is extensive related work in the �eld of
network resilience, including the impact of �ber-cuts, cellular base
station failure, etc. For example, see the post-Sandy FCC workshop
h�ps://edas.info/web/fcc-nr2013/program.html and: Xing Xu, Ioan-
nis Broustis, Zihui Ge, Ramesh Govindan, Ajay Mahimkar, N. K.
Shankaranarayanan, and Jia Wang. Magus: minimizing cellular
service disruption during network upgrades. CoNEXT ’15 that includes
several relevant reference. �e related work section should be improved
and the relation to previous work should be thoroughly discussed.

Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #2 inAppendix B.1

for the corresponding revision.

B.5 Response to Reviewer D
Comment D.1: Not sure about the applicability of the method.
What happen if the data are not exactly given as described here?

Reply: As mentioned in Section 3.1, our method relies on three

types of information: the workload of each sector, the number of

(locatable) UEs in each grid and the sector-grid associations. Any

data that can provide these information works for our method

regardless of its particular form or schema.

Comment D.2: I found sections 1 and 2 very long and not very
helpful. For example, Figure 2 is rather unclear in the introduction, at
this stage I did not understand what the authors meant by “locability”.
�e mathematical analysis in section 3 is rather straightforward and
could be made much faster.

Reply: Please refer to our response to Comment #4 inAppendix B.1

for our revision on the presentation of the paper. We have also

added a footnote (highlighted in blue) in Section 1 to explain the

meaning of the term “locatability” when it �rst appears.

Comment D.3: Weak results in term of performance. Having an
unbiased estimator is nice but it requires quite a few assumptions
about the model and it does not give “error bars” about the estimates
which are very important in practice.

Reply: �e error of our estimator is discussed in Section 3.3

(the last paragraph) and evaluated in Section 4 by simulation ex-

periments (Figure 8, Figure 10 and Figure 11). We have also taken

an additional passes to make sure that our discussion is clear on

this issue.
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